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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ABSOLUTE THEORY
by: ·VICTOR G. HOBSON,
14 JervoJs Terrace,
Marino, 5049, Adelaide,
South Australia.

Th.U papVL ou.tl.inu the pJt.ine.i.p.tu o~ a new ~undame.ntal. theolt#,
the Un.i~.ied quantum ~.i.eld theoJr.y, wh.ieh htu Jr.eeerrtly been Jr.eruuned t.lte ab.~tolute
theoJr.y. It .6hOIAUI, .in .~thnp.le te-tm.inology, why the theoJr.y, the 6undtunr?.ntal
erre-tgy 'bJr..iek', .itA 4.6.6oe-iated pJr.opeJr.t.iu and ehtvr.aeruut.ie-6, may be Jr.eg41tded
4.6 ab-ltolu.te, ~oJr., not only, log.ieal and -lte.ient.i~.ie Jr.e4.6orr.6 but al.6o 'oJt
expe.t.lmental c.on.6.ide-tat.ion.6. 1u pJted.ieted .impa.et on mode.tn phy-lt.iu and
-lte.ient.i~.ie theoJr..ie-6 and eoneepu .i-6 Jr.e&e-tJr.ed to b.t.ie~ly.
n these days, when new elementary particles al'e still being
discovered at a breathtaking rate, and the hunt fOf' the elusive
quark is in fuJI cry, it is, perhaps, relevant to draw attention to a.
fundamental new theory that appeared on the scientific horizon as
long ago as 1968. This theOf'y, published by the author privately in 1972, under the
title The Unified Quantum Field Thea~y (fl~cently Penamed the absolute theOf'y) claims
to have discovePed the smallest indivisible absolute energy 'bf'ick' fl'om which it has
bt~en possible to define the electric, mi:ignetic, gravitational and nuclear fielcs. Not
only these four fie-lds, but also the electromagnetic or radiation field, and matter
itself, have also been defined in terms of this infinitesimally small energy quantum
unit. This includes all the short-lived par~icles as well as the stable proton, electron
and neutron. The exact derivation of the ten phy~ical character:.stics of the quantum
unit have followed, the most important bt~ing the energy of this fundamental and
indivisible unit, which is equal to 6.625xl0- 2 7 erg.
These new physical constant~ have been developed by the normal
processes of intuitive and logical rt~ason being applied to certain well-known physical
constant~. These arE~ as follows:

I

1) The velocity of light, c, equal to 2.9979xl0 10 centimeters/sec.
2) Planck's constant, h, equal to 6.625x10- 27 erg sec.
3) the electric charge on the electron and p~oton, e, equal to 4.80x10- 10 e.s.u.
4) Newton's gravitational constant, G, equal to 6.67xl0'" 8 cm'/gm/sec".
In addition, the well-known equations of Planck, Einstein and De Broglie, relating
Padiant energy to atomic enel'gy, namely
E
E

= hv
= I'TC~

E = hv

(radiant energy at frequency, v)
(atomic energy of mass, m)
== I'TC

2

(De Broglie's equation).
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which, together with certain atorr·ic concepts, werE~ large-ly instrurr.er.tal in resolving
the unified field problem. This process Peveale-d the fundarr.ental and absolute
Pelationship between all the vaPious energy fields and mcstter itself. Einstein proved
that everything in the universe consists of enePgy in both matter c.nd field. The real
problem, that has remained unresolved after more than fifty years of steady scientific
onslaught, consisted t:?asically in obtaining an objective view of the fundamental energy
'bPick' behind the complexities of nature. One of the great pPoblems was that of
action, OP foPce, at a distance. By what mechanism, if any, does the sun cause the
earth and the other planets to move in theil oPbits? What foPce mechanism keeps the
staPs suspended in theil' galaxies? What causes the weJJ-known effect of iron filings
aPound a magnet, PeveaJing hidden Jines of force? What causes the electron to move
only at certain energy levels OP ol'bits aPound the proton in the atom? The atom,
itself, has been shown drarr.atically and even catas'tPophicaJJy to consist of enOI'mous
enePgy. Enormous strides were made in simplifying man's concept of matter since the
time of John Dalton's atomic theory of mattel'. The atom was found to consist mainly
of electPons, protons, and, lastly, of neutpons, and could be systematically aPPanged in
a periodic table from the lightest element, hydrogen, to the heaviest, Lll'anium, and
even beyond to the radioactive elements, whose atomic weights exceed 238. Now, with
the advent of high-energy particle accelerators, man is faced with an even greater
number of 'elementary' or 'fundamental' particles than there are differE!nt atoms in
the pePiodic table. Most of these paPticles have very short lives, before being
PeabsoPbed oP disappearing as Padiant enetgy gamma-rays at around 10 21 Hz. In
addition to this Pandora's box of particles, it appeal's that fOP every paPticle, thePe is
also its corresponding anti-paPticle of opposite electrical polarity. All of these new
pal'ticles, apart from the electron, proton, neutron, neutPino and the photon of
Padiation, are exttemely unstable and short-lived. It is as though the universe itself
takes exception to theiP appearance and they are quickly engulfed in either matter 01
disappeaP as Padiant enePgy.
Modern powePful and comprehensive scientific theories, such as Planck's
quantum theory, Einstc:in's rt:!lativity theory, De Bloglie's, Eddington's, Schrodinger•s,
Heisenbetg's, et el., relativistic wave mechanics, Rutherford's atomic theory and
paPticle physics, have, so fal', not been able to conceive an overall integration that
would Pesult in a unified field theory. Such a theOI'y would provide a: solid absolute
Pock on which futuPe progress could more readily and rapidly be based. It was even
thought by many that such an absolute concept wa.s not possible in a Jelativistic
universe. Could it be that Pelativity was only the surface appearance of reality, while
absolute reality, in the form of energy quantum 'bricks', Jay concealed behind the
electron, proton, gravity and other energy fields? The concept of the new theory
centePed aPound the fouP majOP fundamental constants, c, h, e, and G. Was it possible
that they wert:! not only constant but absolute? Could they atl be related by simple
relationships or equations? It is important to notice that these constants are all Patios
of the old classical scie-ntific dimensions of mass, length and time. Since we are
looking for an extPerr.ely minute particle ol' quantum of energy, Planck's constant, h,
known as action, has an obvious and din-ct appeal on account of its almost infinitely
small value. It is, in fact, the smallest constant known to science.
The real bfleakthPough foP the achievement of a unified energy field
theory came when it was found to be a Pelatively easy matter to pPove scientifically
that Planck's constant concealed the fundamental quantum of energy, he erg. This
fact is the core and center of the whole theory, the nucleus from which all the otht."f'
constants and equations stem. The faiPly simple proof of this basic fact is contained
in the author's first book and in two papers on Planck's constant. It should be easy to
see that we now have a very powerful tool to hand; namely the ene~~gy quantum unit,
he ePg, which is also equal to fotce multiplied. by length or distance, also mass
multiplied by velocity squared, mc 2 • The so-called Pest enePRY of matter is Rivt-n by
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Einstein's famous equation, E = me'. ThePefore it can be seen that one gram of mattel'
would have an enel'gy of: lxc 2 = 9xl0 20 erg. Hence if we divide this value by the
fundamental energy quantum value, he, erg, we obtain
c 1 lhe =

9x 10 2 0
= 1 • 36x 10,. 7
6.62,x10- 27

quantum. energy units. This extPemely large numbeP is the number of energy quantum
units in one gram of matter.
Similarly, the number if fundamental quantum ene~gy units in the
electron and proton is respectively, 1.24x10 20 and 2.27x10 23 quantum energy units. It
should be obvious to those who are engaged in searching for the qua~k, which is
alleged to be fundamental by its supporters, that, even if it can theoreticaJJy account
fOP all the elementary particles, it will be merely another macroscopic particle when
viewed in the light of the extremely minute energy content of the fundamental ener·gy
unit. The quark, which is supposed to be either 1/3 or 2/3 of the electron's cha1ge
(and the proton's), must be of comparo.ble size and mass as the other known particles,
somewhere between the electPon and the proton, if it exists. It may be safely
predicted from the new theory, that the quark, if discovered, would also consist of
enormous numbers· of the fundamental quantum energy unit.
FoJiowing very closely on the discover)' of he, the size and other
characteristics of the quantum unit were readily determined. During this process a
laPge number of new equations came to light, which related the microscopically small
quantum unit with aJI the other fundamental constants, and because of the
fundamental Pelation of he to G, the equations Pelating he with the total mass of the
universe, Mu, the total energy therein, and its t'adius, were soon brought to light.
These exact values are given in the author's first book with their method of
derivation. In fact, there are so many ways and methods of deriving these fundamental
values that there can be no possible logical or experimental room for error. These
multiple relationships are contained in fourteen further books and papers as yet
unpublished by the author.
The logic behind the concept of he is given further discussion in two
recent papers Pegarding the real nature of Planck's constant, h. Two further papers
show that the quantum length, Qlt equal to 1.07,x10-12 centimeters, can now be
determined experimentally by literally millions of different experiments that cover the
entire Padiant spectPum, from zero to 10 22 Hz. It also shows how the nature of the
elect1'omagnetic and gravity field, as defined by the theory, proves that the
well-known red shift of the spectrum fiPst discovered by Hubble in I 92,, is not due to
an expansion of the whole universe, but can be defined exactly and logically as well as
experimentally, by the expression Qt .. /"A.., or, the ratio of the quantum length to the
wavelength, all raised to the foUI'th power. This value represents the red shift of each
individual cycle of Padiation per cycle of wave travel. If this value is now divided by
the wavelength, then the expression, Qt .. /"A 5 , will be the red shift of the wave per
centimeter of travel, normally referred to by the symbol z. Hubble's constant, H, is
equal to z/0, where D is the distance from the light source being measured. Hence
the new ex~ession for the red shift, z, wiJJ be Qt,./"A 5 D, and Hubble's constant, H, is
equal to Ql /"A 5 • Since this is a non-Jinear relation depending on the inverse fifth
power of the particular wavelength, this provides a remqrkable feature against which
the new theory can be experimentally verified. If found to be correct it will mean
that the new theory's definition of all the quantum constants is correct, and that by
their precisely defined application in the gravitational and electromagnetic fields, a
unified field theory has at last been realised. The red shift of distant galaxies is
thus due to the ratio of the fundamental quantum's length, Qlt to tj'le wavelength, "A,
coupled with the distance, D. It has been proved in the Hubble papers referred to
above, that this effect is due to the difference in the relative velocities of the
sinusoidal wan~ and the gravity field path which ls straight. This produces a velocity
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lag between the two fields, resulting in a gradual stretching effect on the wavelength
by the gravity field, which carries the oscillation, thus ensuring the eventual return of
aJl osciJJations to the aU-powerful gravity field. It can be seen at this stage that as
the universe is a closed system whose overaJl charc.cteri.stics rna)' be defined by the
new theory, that the gravity field pressures inside stars produce radiant energy only to
be returned graduaJly to the grc.vity field from whence it came. The impact of this
concept on man's present concept of entropy and the nature of the universe, is
covered in a new cosmology, the eternity theory. The universe equations contained in
both books prove that the principal relation governing the entire universe is the
equality that exists between the total energy in matter, Muc 2 , and the total energy in
the gravitational field, equal to MuQ heR divided by Q 1· Ther£: are also many other
ways of deriving this rdation and it fakes many forms owing to the very rich set of
equations that r.elate the fundamental quantum unit with the univer~e. In the above:
Mu is the mass of the universe, equal to 1.46x10 55 gram.
Qg is quantum gravity links peP grc.rr, equal to 1.35x10 8 •
QJ is the quantum length, equal to 1.075x10- 12 centimeter.
R is the radius of the universe, equal to 1.075x10 27 centimeter.
The latest paper applies the new theory to show how large pos1t1ve
results should have been obtained from the Michelson-Morley experiment. This was
carried out in Cleveland, U.S.A., in 1887, and subsequently a great number of times,
and only negative results were obtained, although certain small wave interfeu:nce
effects were oh.---ved at times. This paper shows that there was a major error in the
theoretit..dJ concept of the aether, which led automatically to an incorrect light-beam
paralleling and setting-up procedure on all occasions. The necessary experiment
proving that relatively large positive rt!sults should have been obtained, has, in fact,
already been carried out by the late Professor Frank Nimrod. Nimrod has published his
rt~sults in several papers and books. He built several different so-called "displacement
pointers", and after 37 different experiments extending from 1955 to 1967, in
Australia, Italy and U.S.A., he measured an average absolute velocity of the earth
through space of 225.97 kilometers per second.
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